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TAKE AWAY – HOME COOKING – CATERING – PRIVATE DINING
INFO@NIMMANHAEMIN.BE

ELKE DAG OPEN
MA T/M ZON: 12.00 - 15.00
& 18.00 - 22.00
DOORLOPEND TAKE AWAY
!!

STADSWAAG 9 - 2000 ANTWERPEN - TEL: 03 345 35 38
w w w. nimmanhaem in.be - info@nim m anhaem i n. be - f acebook/ r est aurant .
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Glass 9 euro

Bottle 42 euro

BUBBLE
Portaceli Cava ES
Fine and persistent mousse. The nose shows citrus fruit, with typical yeast and biscuit notes.
These elements continue on the palate, showing good fruit through the overall dryness, and
a long toasty finish. It is a harmonious, fresh, elegant and tempting Cava with character.
									

Glass 6,50 euro

Bottle 31 euro

ROSÉ WINE:
Manz Rose (Castelão) PT
Light pink.Complex and fruity reminiscent of red fruits like strawberry and raspberry.
Balances with a smooth and creaminess and a final firm and fresh.
									

Glass 5,00 euro

Bottle 25 euro

Ehrhart Secco Rose
A lively, enjoyable rosé. Pressed from single origin Pinot Meunier and aged dry.
Pronounced aromas of red fruits and floral. Gentle mouthfeel. A perfect aperitif..
									

Glass 5,00 euro

Bottle 25 euro
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CHAMPAGNE
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WINE LIST

Ehrhart Dry Riesling DE
Green apple, citrus and a touch of fresh grass followed by ripe components like peach
describe this interesting Riesling. Clear structure and juice underlined by the Riesling’s
signature acidity.
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WHITE WINE:

									

Glass 5,00 euro

Bottle 25 euro

Ehrhart Sauvignon Blanc Reserve
100% Sauvignon Blanc aged in second used oak barrel. Aromas of grapefruit, orange zest,
passion fruit and creamy toasty oak character. Medium body wine with a long lingering finish.
									

Glass 6,50 euro

Bottle 32 euro

Quartaut (chardonnay)
Yellow gold of color. Expressive nose or small wild flowers and slightly nutty. Smooth taste
with fruit and some oak. Soft structure, fresh and well balanced.
									

Glass 5,00 euro

Bottle 25 euro

Ilbesheim Pinot Cuvee(Pinot Gris, Pinot Blanc) DE
Ripe and juicy in the nose with aromas of pear and banana followed by nutty hints, rounded
with a touch of minerality on the palate.
									
Cederberg bukettraube

Glass 5,50 euro

Bottle 28 euro

Cederberg is an explosion of aroma and flavour. It has prominent muscat flavours with
abricot and floral noten on the nose. A well balanced with a delicate sweetness ans a crisp
acidity. Enjoyed with spicy dishes.
									

Glass 5,50 euro

Bottle 28 euro

Quinta Ermizio Vinha da Bouca
A different and very mineral Alvarinho. Delicate bouquet combined with soft and fresh palate
developing fruit and mineral hints. Good structure and mouth-filling with a long and clean
finish. This is a wine with a refreshingly and harmonious aftertaste that requires some time to
be fully understood.
									

Glass 5,50 euro

Bottle 28 euro

									

Glass 6,50 euro

Bottle 32 euro

Glenelly Estate RSV (chardonnay)
The estate reserve chardonnay displays a woderful bright crisp colour. The nose has tones
of quince, citrus peel, lime and butterscotch with hints of pear drop. The palate is lush, with
poise and balance, vibrant citrus and mineral flavours lead the way to a long round textured
finish.
									

Glass 7,50 euro

Bottle 34 euro
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Variety that has been recuperated from an old vineyard. This is the only Jampal wine in
the world. 6 months in French oak. Strong quince aroma. Creamy, soft texture, fresh, crisp
acidity. Sweet/sour & good length. Interesting, distinctive and finely made. 16.5pt Jancis R.
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Dona Fatima (Rare Jampal Grape,Portugal’s top 50 wines ) PT

Penedo do Lexim (Aragonez+Touriga Nacional) PT
Clean and expressive where sweet aroma of ripe blackcurrants stand out but also an elegant
floral aromas follow by refreshing finish. Best buy 2016 Wine Enthusiast.
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RED WINE:

									

Glass 5,00 euro

Bottle 25 euro

Göcklingen Spätburgunder (Pinot Noir) DE
Clear-cut fruit of cherry and red berry fruit. Palate is straight forward and fine finesse, soft
tannins, gentle and very well integrated wood with fine acidity.
									

Glass 5,50 euro

Bottle 28 euro

Paul Hugo Red (cabernet franc, merlot, shiraz) Landskroon
Aromas of violet and ripe red fruit. Smooth and fruity onset. Elegant with a fresh acidity and
sufficient tannins.
									

Glass 5,50 euro

Bottle 28 euro

Contador de Estorias (Syrah,Touriga Nacional,Petit Verdot) PT
Ripe black fruit aromas, spice and some leather. Full-bodied wine with good acidity,well
structured tannins and elegant.Long and lingering finish.91pt. Wine Enthusiast
									

Glass 6,50 euro

Bottle 32 euro

Battenfeld-Spanier Weissburgunder “R”
Slightly smoky from 500 L french oak. Aromas of orchard fruits, subtle mineral tone, complex
wine with long refreshing length.
									

Glass 7,50 euro

Bottle 34 euro

Battenfeld-Spanier Spatburgunder im Holzfass
The wine exudes aromas of red berry fruits and some cassis, the dark fruits are paired with
fine herbal flavors, juicy and refreshing, absolutely dry and ends with a fine seasoning.
									

Glass 7,50 euro

Bottle 34 euro

